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March 30, 2003 St. Paul, Minnesota Volume 32, Number 8 Another provocative issue.
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Your artwork of Jesus with an Uncle Sam hat Managing Editor
and gun was ( appropriately) disturbing. I agree Robert 0. Smith + M.biv.Senior
with your conclusions in " The Politics of Fear"
and" Reps and Demes" that it is high time to prepare'       P Layout& Design
n
congregations( and that mans individual members,     Dan Ruen + M.Div.Middler
gA'       including youth) to contribute their voices to public
discourse about the kind of society we are and hope
if to be. I also agree that endorsing parties and candi-       The Concord is a bi-weekly
publication ed b students
x
dates from the pulpit or the church council meetingLuther Seminary, 2481 Como
is not the way to go about it.     
at
Ave., St. Paul Minn 55108 and
r t g Nonetheless, there seems to me to be a contribu-
reflects no official position of
tion we can make, that will perhaps not arbitrate Luther Seminary or the Evangelical
between Democrats and Republicans,  or even Lutheran Church in America
j between pacifists and advocates of military inter-  ' ( ELCA). The Concord is distributed
vention.   solely
in an electronic format.
We need a vision of the interrelatedness of our 2ghtsrereserved.Lathes Seminary. Allri r served.
lives and the effectiveness of gracious interhuman Permission is given for the
ri activity grounded in divine grace. The church  ' duplication of this publication
knows that neither individuals, societies, or mar-   for the personal use of persons
ketplaces are self-made and self-supporting; that associated with
Luther Seminary.
the debt we owe one another is only surpassed by No
other use is allowed without
the expressed written consent of
debt to God; and that the proper use of the cre-our the publisher, Luther Seminary.
u ative power in our( social) hands is the healing and Questions and comments may be
empowerment of the young, hungry, weak, poor,   directed to the Managing Editor at
sick, and morally flawed ( not necessarily in that   ( 651) 641- 3260.
lRe d rs are encouraged to,
order.)  In other words, maybe_our theology can
matter!    
interact with The Concord in a;`
variety, of ways.  Articles and.
CONCO D .   Anyway,     issue. Luther   ` Letters to the Editor' aro wa , thks for another great iLuthcicomed,n the Inside Seminarywill miss youy as are less fomral resporrses
offered through our website. All
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From the Editor's Desk ByMa Robert 0.  The Editor's Desk
c" from previous page
The Dual Legacy Vietnam e pulpit to leave the church. `We don' t need your kind around here,' he said."
Onefeels in fact, when talking to[ a fool] that one is dealing, not with Siemon-Netto' s book gets its title from the profound if unvoiced theological struggle
the man himself,but with slogans, catchwords, and the like, which have of so many Vietnam vets. While, as the cliche goes, there may be no atheists in fox-
taken hold ofhim. He is under a spell, he is blinded, his very nature is holes, soldiers in the horror of battle can feel entirely abandoned by God.
being misused and exploited. Having thus become a passive instrument, When paired with the indifference and hostility of culture in general and Christian
the fool will be capable of any evil and at the same time incapable of leaders in particular, God is easily charged with going AWOL. Siemon-Netto argues
seeing that it is evil. — Dietrich Bonhoeffer
ti
that God should be acquitted of the charge, but
x w only by battling through a harsh theology of the
Present discussions swirling around popular critique and support of      ,   x r'  cross as articulated by Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
U.S. military action in Iraq all take place in the shadow of Vietnam My father, for one, counted it a blessing that
The dueling signs that have cropped up in lawns and windows across this region—      few of would ever need to truly understand such
both" Liberate Iraq: Support Our Troops" and" Say No to War With Iraq"— con& with harrowing theological depths.
a shared history the American proclivity for political amnesia cannot withstand.       T T*       
While they have been employed in less intentional ways, both signs are in fact sym The quote from Bonhoeffer at the- beginning
bols inviting us into a greater reality. Both perspectives ache with the memory— indeed,      of this article comes from one of Siemon-Netto' s
the anfmnesis—of Vietnam.       chapters, titled" Where America Failed Its Veter-
It was during and after Vietnam, according to the observations of Episcopalian priest ans.,,
and Vietnam veteran John Fergueson, that Americans first confronted the need to sepa- Our treatment of Vietnam veterans— then and
rate" the war from the warrior." Previous wars had not necessitated that distinction.  now— is evidence of folly. To an embarrassing
degree, Vietnam-era protestors of military action
My father was one of those warriors. A Marine who took pride in having enlisted were ill-informed and irresponsible, especially in
without being drafted, he served in the jungle as an infantry soldier( a ` grunt') for the their misdirected hatred of soldiers returning to
majority of his tour. In our house, wars and the soldiers who fight them were neither what they thought was home.Backside of statue at the
romanticized nor reviled. I was raised with the understanding that war is a harsh but Vietnam Veterans memorial,       
Thus, in our post-Vietnam era, ` Support Our
necessary reality.   Washington, D. C. Troops' can itself be a battle cry.
Given this perspective, m father viewed peace movements with dee suspicion. He Now, after Vietnam, American war protestors
considered them, at best, hopelessly naive and, at worst, traitorous. For him, war protes-     must be vigilant in their respect of the warriors. The maltreatment of returning soldiers
tors were intimately connected to men of his generation who exulted in their evasion of like my father is a tragedy that must never again be repeated.
the draft— those who, in his estimation, fled from their country' s call to service— and But let us not forget that resistance to the war in Vietnam was justified, no matter
the betrayal of a president who offered them pardon.   the fools that perpetrated evil under its guise. While often confused, the foundations of
It wasn' t until late in his life that I began to understand the profound personal expert-     Vietnam-era protest were sound
ences that informed his impressions. What does it mean to live with the legacy of being While there was folly in misdirected protest, so too was there folly in the misapplica-
a Vietnam vet?     tion of military power throughout Southeast Asia. What began as military advising esca-
What does it mean for a young man to be shunned by the culture that had sent him off lated into an unnecessary and unjust war predicated, ultimately, upon untrue claims.
to fight and possibly die? As William Mahedy, a former U.S. Army chaplain now work- Perhaps this the even more painful legacy of the Vietnam vet: that Americans who
ing with vets and author of Out ofthe Night. The Spiritual Journey ofVietnam Veterans,     refuse to be placated by amnesia can never again support a statement of" profound faith
writes: " Vets were considered moral outcasts, baby killers, perpetrators of atrocities.     in the government" of the United States, even if they support present military action.
One did not associate with such people and retain one' s sense of self-worth"   The Vietnam veteran teaches us that we cannot responsibly hide behind " slogans,
Veterans fresh from the jungle, given away by deep tans and military haircuts, were catchwords, and the like."
spat on by strangers.     
In his book, The Acquittal ofGod.-A Theology for Vietnam Veterans, Uwe Siemon- I am the dual legacy of a Vietnam vet.
Netto relates the story of a veteran who had finally returned home: he" was told by the From him I learned a profound respect for the realities of war, including the possibil-
pastor of his home congregation from the continued on next page ity of its necessity. Through him I learned
Continued on neat Page
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The Editor's Desk
Continuedfrom previous page
rE>
that war is hell; in his house, my entire life was lived under the impact Vietnam.
But I also learned a profound respect for the foundational ideals of this nation, includ-     
continued from previous page
ing the ideal of a citizenry comprised of informed parties capable of lawful resistance to fished an article from one of our chaplains conveying perhaps what military members
questionable actions of government.      feel while in and in preparation for war.
For him, that capability took the form of membership in the National Rifle Associa-
tion and continued marksmanship training. For me, that capability takes the form of From Chaplain  ( Lt Col)  Steve Corum4
respect for and engagement in non-violent direct action and a commitment to addressing
in particular ways the maladies of society and culture.
printed March 11, 2003):
Thanks, Dad.     Reading through
a Newsweek magazine the
d yt
other day, I came across a series of articles about
the Iraqi situation.
All of a sudden, something really got my
w:1117mgti.,
t  ,    :    
attention!
The article described a chaplain leading a
worship service in the Middle East.
Editor' s Note: The goal ofregime change in Iraq has caused the U.S. and its allies When it came to the prayers time, one of the
to engage in military action. Conversations and controversy about this
warra, 
however, p y
have not ended with the beginning ofstrikes in Iraq. The Concord is pleased to present young
soldiers shouted out," Pray for war, chap-
this special section ofdebate and discussion concerning the war in Iraq. The questions
lain!"
asked and perspectives offered are varied but, we believe, ultimately helpful for all of I don' t
know how that chaplain handled the
us as we discern the way forward out of these troubled times. Your responses to any
soldier' s request, but it got me pondering about
perspective offered here are welcomed and encouraged.      how we understand war as people of faith.
It seems that believing people are on both
sides of the Iraqi question, with some favoring and others opposing war.
Pra ing for the Soldiers But I believe that the vast majority of those who believe we may need to go towar remain hopeful that conflict can yet be averted. I would hope that no matter
By Sara Hilmoe where we stand, we would all agree that praying for war is contrary to God' s
MDiv Middler intentions for our world.
Staff sergeant, USAir National Guard So while we prepare for war, we pray for peace. Sometimes war becomes
As a member of the United States military, I have been approached several times in
necessary or even inevitable, since evil continues to exist in our world. Occa-
the recent weeks concerning my opinion of the war with Iraq. My answer was generally,     sionally
the only response to injustice will be a military one.
I don' t have an opinion. They didn' t issue me one."      By the time you read this
article, we may be engaged in armed conflict in the
In recent days I have changed my mind. I do have an opinion, but it is one that has Middle East.
been integrated into my being so much, I did not realize it was there.     If so, I invite you to join with me to continue to pray for peace.
My opinion is strictly to pray for the men and women— the soldiers, sailors, airmen, I invite you to pray also for justice to prevail and that those who have been
marines, and coasties— all who are involved in this war. They need our prayers, love oppressed will find release.
and support.    Jesus proclaimed," The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed
General Douglas MacArthur said it best, "... the soldier above all other people me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the
prays for peace, for he must suffer and bear the deepest wounds and scars of war.     
captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to pro-
But always in our ears ring the ominous words of Plato, that wisest of all philosophers:
Only the dead have seen the end of war."'      
claim the year of the Lord' s favor."
This month our base newspaper pub- continued on next pine May
these words of Jesus guide our hopes and prayers.
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The Voice of Military Experience
Continued from previous page
tains her in this intense situation and she is amazed at how the faith of her community
By Mark Salo has been extended to her. " Whether it has been a neighbor bringing a casserole to my
StaflWriter, The Concord home, or the church helping out with finances, the angels of this community have come
out to help," she said. Professors have also proven helpful." There has been a huge sup-
Over the past few weeks, I have had the unique opportunity of speaking with four port in the community through prayer."
Luther Seminary students who, in some way or another, have been involved with the
United States military. These conversations have been challenging and enlightening. Cary Larson
The second person I interviewed was Cary Larson, an MDiv Junior. Cary is a Com-
Deb Grismer mander in the Navy Reserves and has 18 years of service, beginning in the aviation
The first person I talked with was Deb Grismer, an MDiv middler. Deb' s husband is program. His work as a division officer included managing radar systems and office
an active member of the Minnesota Air Guard Security Unit and provides law enforce-     supervision.
tent along with traditional base security. At the time Deb and I spoke, her husband was The reality of being in the Navy is all about service," he said. ` This service is
listed as ` day to day,' meaning he could be called to go overseas at any time. A common interwoven with one' s whole life and takes up one' s whole identity. This service also
theme that I heard time and again among all four people, interviewed, is that nobody includes defending the Constitution, which consists of serving the President and the
wants war.  system involved." For Cary, freedom is:currently at stake and must be defended. `The
She is no exception. " War is something that takes place after all of the other options people who are presently in the service are only doing what they think is right," he said
have been exhausted," she explained.     These people are by no means blood thirsty. They do not want to go to war; they want
While she wishes there was another option, Deb feels that this is something that must to serve their country. There is a strong sense of obedience within this service."
be done." Saddam Hussein must be taken out of power, and this cannot be done without Cary finds peace and spiritual solace within Martin Luther' s book, Whether Soldiers,
a war taking place," she said." A lot has been attempted in the past twelve years to avoid Too, Can be Saved( LW 46). He especially appreciates Luther' s analogy of a physician' s
war." work:
Deb states that there has been a disconnection of effective communication. This For example, agood doctor sometimesfinds so serious and terrible a sickness that
is evident between America and Iraq, as well as within America itself. `The current he must amputate or destroy a hand,foot, ear, eye, to save the body. Looking at itfrom
generation of youth has not really seen a war first-hand, and this leads to a difficulty in the point ofview ofthe organ that he amputates, he appears to be a cruel and merciless
understanding the nature of it and why it should happen."      man; but looking at itfrom the point ofvtew ofthe body, which the doctor wants to save,
Deb accepts the reality of peace movements simply because she respects the right for he is afine and true man and does a good and Christian work, asfar as the work itself
people to actively participate in them if they so choose. While we all want peace, she is concerned. In the same way, when 1 think ofa soldierfulfilling his office bypunishing
says, there is disagreement about how it can be achieved.       the wicked, killing the wicked, and creating so much misery, it seems an un-Christian
She also feels, however, that peace movements can ultimately end up hurting the work completely contrary to Christian love. But when 1 think ofhow itprotects the good
morale of the troops. " Having a loved one directly involved in the war considerably and keeps andpreserves wife andchild, house andfarm,property, and honor andpeace,
changes my perspective," she said. then I see how precious and godly this work is; and I observe that it amputates a leg or
This direct involvement puts a human face on what is going on; it becomes much a hand, so that the whole body may not perish."( LW 46: 96)
more than just watching the coverage on television," she continued. " The number of We live in a media-centered society, in confusing times where all of our families are
soldiers involved is not just an abstract number anymore." With a husband directly overwhelmed with the happenings of the world," Cary said." This is a codex situation
involved, war takes on a whole different meaning for Deb and the only way that she can where people collectively want to do what is right. The process of defining what is right
find peace with this situation is to live within her faith. is where we find a splitting of ways.
Deb wishes that her husband didn' t have to be involved, but she has an understanding The troops are people who are intimately involved and believe that what they are
that he has a sense of duty and a sense of call, much like her call to the ministry. They doing is the right thing to do," he continued." We all agree that everybody wants peace,
share a common theme of service that takes precedence over everything else. but we don' t all agree on what peace actually is."
Deb states that her faith is what sus-
Continued on next page Continued on next page
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Steve Bliss and he obeyed that call.
Steve Bliss is an MDiv Middler. Steve served in Gulf War I with the Navy and acted Steve says that having been involved in the Gulf War 12 years ago, he knows that
as a hospital corpsman. This position involved taking care of injured soldiers, mainly Saddam Hussein will not just go away. " Something needs to be done. The war is here,
enemy prisoners of war.   and whether or not I agree with it doesn' t matter at this point," he said." I feel that Presi-
Steve served until February of 1995 and remained within the inactive reserve until dent Bush may have moved too quickly in this process by skipping a few steps.
1998. Steve' s call to service was like his call to ministry, in that it was completely out Political slants should now be placed on the back burner," he added. " Nobody is
of his control. He was called to serve, pro-war." Steve believes that the heart of the matter now lies in supporting the troopsContinued on nest Page
and their families through our thoughts and prayers. " We should pray for a quick and
painless- as- possible end to this."
Th` ou Hast Loved Us First.  1 J 1 ecti ons When asked about the activities within the seminary, Steve says, " On campus, thetension is too tuck. I have an appreciation for the student groups on campus, but I feel
Father in Heaven! Thou hast loved us first, help us never forget that Thou art
like it too one- sided.
The INVITE table has not been helpful as it seems to communicate a message that
love so that this sure conviction might triumph in our hearts over the seduction,of
says that the troops die in vain,„ he said." Emotions are running at a very high level right
the world, over the inquietude of the soul, over the anxietyfor the future, over the now, making it hard to figure out what the truth actually is.
fright ofthepast,over the distress ofthe moment. Butgrant also that this conviction Steve feels that we should attempt to establish a meaningful dialogue between stu-
might discipline our soul so that our heart might remain faithful and sincere in the dents on campus that aims to discover a communal truth. By doing this, Steve hopes that
love which we bear to all those whom Thou hast commanded us to love as we love.      
we can put our political differences aside in order to unite in our common humanity.
ourselves.  Kierkegaard
Randy Haas
All of us who are a part of this institution have some sort of relationship with
God. Inside of this we experience grace, transformation, and love.       
Finally, we come to MDiv Middler Randy Haas. Randy served in the Vietnam War
with the Air Force and worked primarily as an operator of various weather identifying
This relationship between God and the human being can seem incredibly com-       devices and the administering of its data.
plex at times. Furthermore, the relationship between one human being and another War is certainly not what Randy thought it would be. " Wars suck and kids die. The
can seem even more complex.  
reality of war sets in when buddies start to die,” he says candidly. " Kids enter the war
At the core of this systematic complexity, however, the human being aches for
love. Whether or not one can define it as such, the ancient cry for love echoes from
when they are 20 and they come out feeling like they are 70. War changes you.
within. Inside of this love there is a comnhattd to love the other.
Randy says that while in the military," you believe in what you are fighting for." The
nation' s perceived danger becomes personified.
As we now find ourselves in the midst of war, we inescapably find ourselves Randy said that when the troops see anti-war protests, they take it personally and feel
innately entrenched within the emotions that Kierkegaard so effectively spells out shame for something that they have no personal control over. Therefore, it is absolutely
in the above prayer. When it is all said and done, the only thing that we can be
crucial to support the troops regardless of political beliefs.     
r
assured of is our shared existence within the love of God.      Randy is not a fan of President Bush, but he feels that this action is needed to get
As we establish and voice our political stances, there is an incredibly strong Saddam Hussein out of power and to liberate Iraq.
temptation to feel hatred and contempt for the other side. This is not helpful. The Randy' s utmost concern in this matter is recognizing the cost of freedom. ` People
Christian is commanded to love thy neighbor. Even deeper yet, the Christian is come back home in body bags so that this freedom is preserved," he explained.  The
commanded to love thy enemy. people who protest the war can do so because of the soldiers who have died in combat
We may disagree with each other, but we must also love each other. Otherwise,       defending this freedom of speech."
this whole existence is in vain. When it is all said and done, the only thing that we To Rand freedom isn' t a thea commodity.  It is not like join rote shopping
can be assured of is our shared existence within the love of God.
y'       p r ' going grocery
MARK SALO
where yon go pick up a carton of eggs, a gallon of milk, and a package of freedom!"
Randy asserts that there is a systematic process to freedom that must be recognized.
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Whose Message Is Being Proclaimed?       A Time For War
By Cori Johnson
By Lisa Lewton StaffWriter, The Concord
MDiv Senior
For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven ... a time
I would like to address the issue of the appropriate use of the pulpit in a time of politi-     to love, and a time to hate; a time for war, and a timefor peace. — Ecclesiastes 3: 1, 8
cal uncertainty.  My concern is for the message that is being preached, which is sup-     ( NRSV
posed to be the Word of Jesus Christ, spoken by the Holy Spirit, through human lips.
Whose message is being proclaimed? I have recently heard sermons in the seminary On March 20, 2003, in his message to the troops on Operation Iraqi Freedom,
chapel in which the focus was anti- America or anti- war. The political agenda of these Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld stated that" the most difficult step a President can
sermons was so carefully engrained that I forgot I was sitting in a sanctuary and not in make is the decision to send the Armed Forces of our nation into battle." President Bush
a political rally for the Democratic Party. stands firmly behind his decision and fully understands the gravity of it. The decision
Whose message is being proclaimed? Luther writes intentionally about the separa-     to engage our troops in battle was a careful, well- measured decision that followed more
tion of the two kingdoms for the sake of the Gospel.  We cannot " rule the world by than a decade of unsuccess-
the Gospel," if that is the preacher' s intention. The values of the kingdom of the right ful diplomacy under both
cannot be transposed onto the kingdom of the left. This cannot be overstated for those Republican and Democratic
who acknowledge the distinction between law and gospel.      administrations.
Whose message is being proclaimed? In our society today, there are many individu- The stakes for American
als who reject and refuse to be a part of the church In my experience, a large part of this security were raised on
does not regard spiritual issues, but political views. These individuals were, at some e September 11, 2001. On that
point, strongly encouraged by a pastoral authority concerning a political issue. A friend F day, America was given a
of mine told me about her pastor, who prompted his congregation about which presider-      wake-up call. From apeace-
tial candidate for whom they should vote. Should we be surprised that she, along with ful slumber, our nation was
many others in our society with similar experiences, would rather devote themselves to roused to an understanding
the freedom of a personalized spirituality than to the institution of, what they perceive that we have enemies. While
to be, a manipulative church. This is essentially my concern.   we slept, they had been plot-
It is a privilege to be an instrument of the Holy Spirit and to speak the Word that ting our destruction.  Our
creates faith in people, where and when the Spirit pleases. This Word is appropriately enemies are cowards who do not engage in diplomacy or give warning of attack. Their
spoken differently by each preacher, but the intention should always be the same: To goal is non- rational and non- instnamental. Their goal is the annihilation of free people,
point to the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, thereby providing a hope that knows principally Americans.
no boundaries– especially secular ones.    Due to the new world in which we live— a world with the threat of non- rational actors
Whose message is being proclaimed? I believe that my objective as a preacher is aIle to exact massive killings on unsuspecting victims—a new tenacity is needed for
to let the Spirit speak through my human lips and do its own work, of which it is most dealing with those who pose this risk to the American people. Saddam Hussein and his
capable. That means I cannot seek to endorse my own political agenda in the pulpit. If regime present such a risk to our nation. On October 7, 2002, President Bush stated,
I replace the Gospel with my own political ideology, I endanger, not only the institution     " While there are many dangers in the world, the threat from Iraq stands alone— because
of the church, but most gravely, I endanger people' s faith, which is an irresponsible it gathers the most serious dangers of our age in one place. Iraq' s weapons of mass
misuse of the pulpit. destruction are controlled by a murderous tyrant who has already used chemical weap-
If we, as a church, and as lay and ordained preachers, proclaim our own message ons to kill thousands of people. This same tyrant has tried to dominate the Middle East,
and not that of Jesus Christ, we misinterpret our call as ministers of the Gospel. Let us has invaded and brutally occupied a small neighbor, has struck other nations without
each preach the message that Christ has died and risen for all God' s people and let them
warning, and holds an unrelenting hostil-
formulate their own political mindset.    ity toward the United States."     Continued on next Page
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There is clear evidence of a connection between Al Qaeda and Hussein. Al Qaeda and
contacts, and investments.
Hussein share a hatred of the United States and have high- level contacts going back a Secondly, we know that U.S. oil companies are " jockeying for position in a post
decade. Al Qacda and Hussein share an ideology of tyranny and terrorism that despises Saddam Hussein Iraq," according
to an article in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Another
freedom and free people.   source describes U.
S. oil companies as waiting to" pounce" on Iraqi oil.
In addition to presenting a threat to the American people, Saddam Hussein and his
Based on 100 pages of confidential documents leaked to the Wall Street Journal, it
regime present a threat to the Iraqi people. The stories of torture and crimes committed by was recently reported that the Bush
Administration convened a secret bidding process,
Hussein and his regime against Iraqis are bloodcurdling. They run the gamut from Iraqi inviting only four companies to submit bids to
conduct reconstruction in Iraq. Hallibur-
women being gang- raped in front of their fami I ies to prisoners being kept in metal caskets ton was
one of them as well as several other firms, which are major Republican party
without solid food to Iraqi men having electrical shock devices attached to their genitals,     donors, according to the
London-based Guardian news source.
In resolution after resolution the United Nations showed a commitment to stop
Halliburton is the oil service company that made Dick Cheney a rich man while he
Hussein and his tactics of terror. Twelve years ago Hussein agreed to eliminate all served as the CEO before his
role as George W. Bush' s running mate. The Middle East
weapons of mass destruction. Since then he has kicked out UN weapons inspec-     and North
African Business Report claims that indeed Halliburton was granted a U.S.
tors and for 12 years he has systematically violated the agreement. His con-     
government contract to manage the current oil-well firefighting and rehabilitation in
tinual noncompliance caused the UN to pass Resolution 1441. Resolution 1441 Iraq.( Cheney was also close to President Bush the father. Halliburton got$ 50 billion of
established two key criteria by which Hussein would be judged. These were a full
our tax dollars to handle this after the first Gulf war.)
and accurate disclosure of Iraq' s weaponry and a requirement to cooperate imme- And yet in an
effective propaganda campaign, the Bush administration has exploited
diately, unconditionally, and actively with the inspectors. Hussein failed both tests.     
9- 11, a brutal dictatorship, and the fear of the American people to justify a war in Iraq.
Since Hussein and his regime present a threat to the safety of the American people and Iraq happens to be a place where there is a lot of
oil. Potential reserves range from
free people around the globe, since he rules his country as a murderous dictator, and
160 billion barrels to as high as 300 billion, according to Bill Lambrecht of the St. Louis
since he refuses to comply with the wishes of the international community, Hussein
Dispatch.
must be stopped. When President Bush committed our troops to battle, he recognized Iraq has more than 1600 oil wells, making it the second-largest proven
crude reserves,
the gravity of his decision. according
the Middle East and North Africa business report.
He recognized that the risks of inaction far outweigh the risks of action. It is not with Following the current war in Iraq, U.S. oil companies may
end of controlling almost
strident hostility or gleeful vengeance that our nation has engaged in this battle. Nor is
a quarter of the world' s total reserves, according to Robert Fisk in a piece published by
it wealth or glory that motivate the supporters of the effort. Rather, it is a grim recogni-     
the Independent/UK.
tion that evil is real, present, and active in our world and must be stopped. The costs to
And then there is Richard Perle, chairman of the Pentagon' s Defense Advisory
the coalition nations will be great. But without our effort, the cost to the world would
Board. Perle recently participated in a Goldman Sachs( an investment brokerage firm)
be much greater.    
conference call to advise clients on investment opportunities arising from the war. U.S.
Representative John Conyers from Michigan is demanding the Pentagon to investigate
How Is This Not About Oil?     
this incident and other potential conflicts of interests in Peile' s role as corporate advisor
and Pentagon consultant, including primary architect of war in Iraq.
By Terri Speirs
Perle' s conference call is at least in bad taste-- and taste counts when a quarter of
Luther seminary Community
a million American military personnel are separated from their families, risking the
ultimate sacrifice as they serve long- term deployments in hot spots that are starting to
I am looking... but I can' t find the evidence that shows this war is not about oil. In my
bum•
search, though, I found many compelling claims that the Bush policy is indeed imbed-
Meanwhile, just as many families on the home front must cope without fathers, moth-
ded with Iraqi' s rich oil reserves. 
ers, sons and daughters. Our TVs and newspapers are filled with humiliating images of
First of all, it' s common knowledge that President Bush, Vice President Cheney, Sec-     weary, naked and emaciated Iraqi defectors-- not only putting
their families in jeopardy
retary of Defense Rumsfeld and others close to the Bush administration are all deeply
of retaliation, but also enlisting by droves more recruits for Anti-American extremist
connected with the oil business through
groups'
former leadership positions,  personal Continued on next page
The Iraqi' s are parading images of Continued
on next page
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U.S. POW' s in their media, horrifying POW families and hardening hearts on this side
and in the earnest desire for a mutual exchange, let' s take up the subject of war. We live
of the ocean. And aid agencies warn of a potential humanitarian disaster, with an esti-     
in a ` both and' world. I don' t think any of us believe that what America, our govern-
mated 1. 5 million Iraqi refugees fleeing to other countries and 7 million people needing ment,
and our troops are doing is cut and dry, completely evil or completely good. There
immediate food assistance.
is much evil in war and there is much good intention in war. Heck, you may even be
If this is really not about oil, then could someone please explain to me how exactly
able to convince me that in Iraq the risks for evil outweigh the risks for good. But, the
this action will ensure security for Americans, liberation for Iraqis, and peace in the
amount to which this war is either a good or bad decision is not the issue we face today
world?       
as Christian leaders. Rather, now that the war has begun, we need to shift our views
I call on the Bush administration to prove that this war is not about oil and profit. 
toward those individuals affected by the war to which we minister directly. We need to
I call on our news media to investigate and report on the connection between Iraqi oil
support our troops and our government in Their
and the Bush administration.   
good intentions for going to war.
r As I sat at the " Students Support America"
I call on Senators Dayton and Coleman to hold the Bush administration accountable i
for conflicts of interests.
table last week I had many great discussions.
U.S. war brokers have tried to connect Iraq with 9/ 11. Though unlikely and unproven,  
Thank you. I had many motivations for sitting
many Americans believe in the link. I don' t. 
at that table but l must admit my greatest moti-
Even though I would love to hold a quick fix for that event which divided some lives       ,       '
vation was fear. Fear that Christian leaders are
into before and after. The twin towers formed the backdrop to some of the most impor- going
to contribute to another Vietnam scenario
tant parts of my life-my marriage, the birth of my children, my in-laws, and even my J
for our returning troops.
daily commute for six years. It was like someone bombed my hometown.    
I think everyone I spoke with shared this
I grieve the lives lost and changed.    Al
fear. Unfortunately, most people resolved this
I grieve the empty space in the skyline.       
issue by saying, " I support the troops, but not
I grieve that I hold my breath when we cross the bridge to get into Brooklyn. 
x"       the war." You can not support our troops and
And I fear for the future of New York City, a city I love and a likely target for future
F
the members of your future church by saying
extremist attacks. I fear for our whole country. I don' t take threats to U.S. security
that
that there is no good in what they or their chil
lightly.   
dren are doing. It is time for all, regardless of
I am looking. But I do trot see how this war will contribute to anything but more
what color sign is hanging in our windows, to
destruction, hate and the bank accounts of U. S. oil companies and their good friends in
focus on the good that can come from this war and the good that our troops are attempt-
Washington. ing to do.
This means a stop to protests and instead leadership from Christians on the proper
way to fight war. Now is the time to pray for our leaders and their daily temptations to
Why am 1 called?      do what is best for the country rather than what God is doing in Iraq. Now is the time
By Kurt Hoover
J to encourage faith in God rather than faith in our mighty iron chariots. Now we must
MDiv Senior prepare
to receive our troops back home. They have presented themselves as living
sacrifices, not only because they may die but because they will deal with the sin of a
Dear Christian leaders: why are we called? This may be a red herring, but it is my soldier' s calling all their life,
best attempt to find middle ground in the debate over war. Maybe this is where Icenter For the next three years of my life I will be in a small town in Southwestern Min-
the argument because I am 3 or 4 months away from my first call. But, I wonder how
nesota caring for American men and women whose children are soldiers and for those
it strikes the rest of the Seminary community. I believe Christian leaders are called to soldiers who return. That is why 1 am called. In such a calling, I believe it is impossible
care for souls. ` The life transformed,' is how I have heard it said best. We are called to to support the troops if I do not support what they are doing. As we send care packages,
take care of the people in our community and I see this work being made harder in the write letters, and minister to soldier' s families the soldiers need to hear there is good in
protests against our nation, its leaders and their decision to go to war. what they are doing. It is time to focus on that good.
The peace that surpasses all understanding guard your heart and your mind.First, in the spirit of moral deliberation Continued on Hexa page
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Pro- Peace/ Pro- Troops?  Lutheran Bishops on Peace, War
By Kathleen Anderson
MTh candidate
In an effort to infuse this conversation with theological and pastoral grounding,
these thoughts are of.fered,from a variety ofauthoritative Lutheran perspectives.
I resent the recent implications of college Republicans on campus that those who are
pro-peace are not supporting our troops in Iraq and, thereby, our country. It is indeed Statement in response to U. S. pre- emptive military strike on Iraq
a strange twist of logic that says those who want to bring our men and women home By the Rev. Mark S. Hanson
are less supportive of them than those who wish to keep them in a place where they are presiding Bishop, Evangelical Lutheran church in America
being shot at, killed, captured, and tortured.      Relased March 20, 2003)
This vituperative campaign of mindlessly regurgitated conservative rhetoric against
half of the country by the other half serves only to further division in our nation. More- In the midst of the anguish of today' s events, and aware of
over, it is reprehensible for anyone who professes the Christian faith to attempt to cen-     the continuing unfolding and unknown consequences of war,
sure anyone who promotes peace. we in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America share with
I suggest that those, particularly in this seminary community, who have been endeav-     all Christians the call to be peacemakers. This call is grounded
oring to heap this ridiculous national guilt on the heads of those who are pro-peace read in the belief that God in Christ reconciles the whole creation and
Matthew 5: 9. sends us forth in a ministry of peace and reconciliation. In our liturgies we pray" for the
The spiteful language that is circulating among U.S. citizens in response to our attack peace of the whole world," uniting our faith in the Triune God with our world' s suffer-
on Iraq only goes to prove that, as a nation, our loyalty is severely misplaced. For a ing and hopes.
country that likes to think of itself as a" Christian nation," we do very little to exhibit The decision of the United States to attack Iraq with a pre-emptive military strike
our civic faith.      without the support of the United Nations marks a sobering moment for this nation and
Our collective loyalty appears to be resting, not in God, but in everything else but world. I express my profound concern that the United States has chosen to take this step.
God. When our faith rests in something or someone other than God, whether it' s coun-     Our country, especially because of its wealth and might, has a particular responsibility
try, government, leader, or national symbol, then we have built for ourselves an idol.     to pursue policies of cooperation and to seek to resolve conflicts peacefully. In my view,
Were our loyalty, trust, and faith to rest in God, however, then we would not be fighting neither has the United States responsibly exercised its leadership role within the United
amongst ourselves and accusing one another the way we do. God is God and country is Nations and in related diplomatic efforts to avert war, nor have our national leaders suf-
country— and the two are not one and the same, despite popular opinion and use.    ficiently made the case that they have pursued all reasonable avenues other than war. I
Active Christians, especially those in a seminary community such as ours who are am particularly troubled that this decision has been made without broad consensus and
supposed to be more cognizant of what an " active Christian" is, ought to be able to support within the international community.
make the distinction between God and patriotism, and ought, also, to be able to teach As a church our task of engaging in moral deliberation about this war, and its wider
those who have not had the benefits of a seminary education to make such a distinc-     implications, does not and will not end now that war has begun. We will continue to
tion, too. When we do not teach such a distinction, we continue to relegate God to the press the ongoing moral and ethical questions, which include-but are not limited to- the
periphery of our lives while our nation and its symbols occupy the center, demanding conduct of war or the leadership of Saddam Hussein. We must continue to ask questions
our allegiance.      about the humanitarian effects of the decision to go to war, especially protection for
But as Jesus noted, we cannot serve two masters, and certainly not when our loyalty noncombatants and the scale of military force used. We must be prepared to respond to
rests so firmly in a nationalism that drives us to denounce one another for matters as the needs of displaced persons and refugees, address the regional destabilization which
inconsequential as patriotism.     the war will cause, and demonstrate a readiness to assist with rebuilding after the war.
The real enemy against which we are fighting is not other human beings, but the We must ensure that the human rights of all, both within and outside of the United
devil, who uses war and killing in all forms to bring chaos into the order that God has States, are respected and protected. Our searching questions include how our nation
established in creation. When we fight and kill each other for any reason, then we not addresses the poverty and sense of hopelessness that pervade the Middle East.
only invite the devil into our midst, but we reject God' s intention for us. Rabid national- As citizens of a country of immense
ism and xenophobia are our agenda items and our values, not God' s.  power, influence, and wealth,  and as Continued on
next Page
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members of the ELCA, we are compelled, I believe, to grapple with questions of how that flawed human hearts sometimes pursue the path of evil, seeking to oppress and
to use our power and wealth responsibly to disarm Iraq, to alleviate human suffer-     even destroy one' s fellowman. Can there be times when people of good will may resist
ing in the region, and to exercise leadership within the international community. The such evil? What is the role of the state in protecting its citizens from aggression, whether
ELCA grounds its position on these matters in its social statement,' For Peace in God' s within its own borders or from another country?
World." St.  Augustine understood that the state is a God-ordained institution and
We also affirm that governments should vigorously pursue less coercive measures that its primary leader is  ` God' s servant...who does not bear the sword for
over more coercive ones: consent over compulsion, nonviolence over violence, diplo-     
nothing  ...  but is an agent of wrath to bring punishment on the evildoer.'
maty over military engagement, and deterrence over war.      He wrote that nations, in defense of their own people and in order to preserve the peace,
With its significant economic, political, cultural, and military power, the United may declare war in the case of a just cause and for the purpose of self-defense.
States plays a vital leadership role in world affairs. It cannot and should not withdraw Martin Luther, the great 16th century Christian reformer, spoke of the reality of this
or isolate itself from the rest of the world. Neither should it seek to control or police the tension in terms of two kingdoms, both under the rule of God but each ruling differ-
world. Global challenges cannot be addressed by the United States alone; yet few can ently. The kingdom of the left hand is the secular kingdom ruled by kings,-presidents
be met without the United States' participation. In pursuing their interests, all nations,     and governors. Its guiding principles are human reason and the sword. The kingdom of
including the United States, have an obligation to respect the interests of other states and the right hand is the Church, whose power lies in the forgiveness and mercy won by
international actors and to comply with international law. Nations should seek their own Christ' s death and resurrection.
common good in the context of the global common good. International bodies should All people live in the kingdom of the left, whether they are or are not believers in Christ.
work for the welfare of all nations. It is here that our elected officials rule by reason and, when necessary, by the sword.
In the days and weeks ahead I call on all ELCA members to pray fervently for peace,     president Bush faces a great challenge when confronting a new kind of evil that no longer
for the members of our military, and for all who come in harm' s way because of this is neatly contained or defined by political borders. He is charged with protecting Ameri-
war. I continue to encourage all ELCA members to engage in moral' deliberation and to cancitizensandAmerican interestsfrom those who would destroy the peace and terrorize.
live out their baptismall vocations striving for justice and peace in all the earth.       Our president has been entrusted with the sword. He may have to use it.We pray for God' s
wisdomtoguidehim intheexecutionofhi s duty, thatpeacemayprevai 1 forusandforal Ipeople.
Peace• A Statement from the LC—MS
The Bible tells of a peace in Christ that gives confidence and hope for the future. It is a
peace borne of His mercy and forgiveness. We pray this peace for all people everywhere
By Dr. Gerald B.Kieschnickk and that our world may be spared the crucible of war.
President, The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod
Released March 4,- 003)      The Lutheran Bishop of Jerusalem:" My Heart is Bleeding"
These are trying times for all Americans and for people By Bishop Dr. Munib A. Younan
around the world. In confronting Saddam Hussein, and others The Lutheran Bishop of Jerusalem, Evangelical Lutheran Church ( ELCI)
like him, we face a new kind of danger— a danger threatening Released March 25, 2003)
the disruption of the pursuit of a life of peace, a danger placing
not only our own citizens but also those of other nations under
War has broken out in Iraq. The United States and the United 77,
the anxious pall of terror.  Kingdom together with their coalition have finally done what
War, terrorism and fighting have characterized this world' s history and are clear they have threatened to do without United Nations approval.
testimony to the imperfection of the human race. In fact, human nature has a desper-     
War is injuring and killing civilians, and denying survivors the
ately evil side, which draws people into quarrels that can eventually develop into war.     basic human rights of food,
water and sanitation.
Many wonder how to reconcile the teachings of Jesus, the Prince of Peace, with the War is touching
the hearts and lives of everyone in the East and the West. The most
horrors of war. In the early centuries of the Church, this very question arose and was
sophisticated technological weapons, surgical strikes, careful war plans and months of
addressed by one of the great church training cannot prevent the humanitarian
Continued on next page tragedy occurring in Ira and in the rest Continued on next pageFathers, St. Augustine. He understood Y g q
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of the world. way. We deplore all kinds of" Christian" evangelical right wing Armageddon scenarios
My heart is bleeding when I see the work of war destroying the image of God in that have infiltrated the Middle East. We deplore the" Christian" groups that are using
human beings. Every drop of blood is too precious to be spilled and wasted. Every the war for proselytizing frightened people. These extremist religious ideas harm good
person is too precious to be killed. We need no human blood for a better economy in relations between people and between religions and they cause confusion in our region.
the world.   The Middle East does not need more of these sick scenarios of war. We need compre-
The Christian church and its believers around the world have warned that such a war hensive peace and lasting justice. The psalmist says, " Steadfast love and faithfulness
will take lives— lives that could be saved through continued negotiations and far-reach-     will meet; justice andpeace will kiss each other." ( Ps. 85: 10)
ing political and humanitar-  3. We join our voices with all voices ofthe Christian church— especially the mainline
ian approaches. Obviously churches in the United States, Canada, Scandinavia and all of Europe, in Asia, Africa,
politicians and powerful Latin America, South America and Australia We join our voices also with regional
world leaders think differ-       ecumenical councils, such as the Lutheran World Federation, the World Council of
ently. They are not ready to z Churches, the Middle East Council of Churches and others. All of these churches, ecu-
listen to the prophetic voice menical councils, their leaders and individual members have written to us with encour-
of the church and the people agement, support and prayer. We are asking to consolidate our partnerships with these
of God in the whole world churches and councils in order to work together for mutual understanding of the nations,
for the self-determination of the nations. We also need to work to stop anether to s1. Now we demand ora g y kind
immediate halt to the war of religious extremism that dehumanizes other religions and nations. Our voices as the
in Iraq. We demand that the church in the North and South compose the symphony of peace, justice and reconcilia-
attacking armies withdraw
tion in our broken world. Ours may be voices in the wilderness but they are the voices
from Iraqi territory. Peace-       of truth.
ful means must be resumed
j7 4. We Palestinian Christians call the world to implement the international legitimacy
and new ones must be found in Israel and Palestine so that Palestinians and Israelis will live in their own states, side
to resolve this terrible con-    by side, equally, equitably, justly and peacefully.
flict.    Air Force Major, Chaplain, Tom Westall comforts 5. Christian Palestinians are frightened and thinking of more emigration. This is
We here in Jerusalem are Ethan Andrews, 9, during the funeral service for his because they are experiencing war after war and see no future for their children and their
feeling the despair and the
father Master Sergeant Evander Andrews, Monday,     children' s children. It appears to them that the power of the world' s might is stronger
sense of defeat in the hearts
October 22, 2001 at Arlington National Cemetery. than the power of justice. My heart is bleeding as I see this defeat for humanity and
of people because the world
Andrews, killed in a forklift accident while building democracy taking its toll among the people in my own Christian church in the Middle
an airstrip in Qatar, was the first reported American
leaders did not give peace death connected with the U. S. retaliation against East.
a chance but resorted too terrorism.    6. 1 appeal in
God's name that you speck Good Friday, April 18, 2003, to be a
quickly to force. We believe day ofprayer for peace, justice, forgiveness and reconciliation for the whole Middle
peaceful solutions can be found for complicated political conflicts. War is a shock for Fast—especially Iraq, Palestine and Israel. I also call upon people of all religions and
humanity and for those who believe in a non-violent struggle. We strongly emphasize:     people of living conscience to set aside this day to raise your voices in sustained and
This war is not between religions or civilizations. This war is about an ideology that earnest prayer to the God of all Love and Mercy. We urge you to pray not only that war
seeks power and an enlarged economy. This war is making the rich richer and the poor and hatred stop but that God will be gracious and open
the minds of world leaders and
poorer. I raise my voice with His Holiness, Pope John Paul II, to say that war is a defeat all humanity to see the rights of the other, accepting the otherness of the other. It is clear
for humanity.       that this war in Iraq is going to fan the flames of hatred and extremism around
the world.
2. We want to assure you that we Arab Christians will remain loyal to our God-given We urge you to pray for our broken humanity.
call in continuing the peaceful co-existence with other religions and in a multi-cultural May every human being in every country of this world be safe and free from the fear
society. We are committed to teach the world how to live with the other religions and of brutality, injustice, oppression, hatred, war and violence. May
each person know the
cultures in a peaceful, just and equal continued on next page love of the Creator God who calls us in Christ to love one another.
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A Statement for Responsible, Constructive Public Discourse
We, the undersigned, as members of the community of faith gathered
Okay, I have had more opportunities than I' d like to see the ways of a cat with a
mouse these days. Yeti, my heroic cat, has caught 17 of the critters to date. ( My hus-
at Luther Seminary, have dedicated ourselves to responsible, constructive band inadvertently squashed two more in his efforts to chase them from their hiding
public discourse surrounding the state of affairs between the United States,     places so the cat could get them.) Much as the sight of a mouse scurrying about troubles
the republic of Iraq, and all concerned peoples and states.  We come from me, what Yeti does is fascinating to watch.
a wide variety of backgrounds, with many personal and political concerns Upon returning home from school one afternoon, i went upstairs to the kitchen. Yeti
that inform our public stances regarding war in Iraq and the political, moral,     was there, fully alert and completely focused on the refrigerator. My entrance did noth-
and spiritual issues arising from this present state of affairs.  Though our ing to break his
concentration; even the jangling of my keys as I dropped them on the
public discourse on the matter may at times be spirited, even passionate, we
counter did not disturb him.  Obviously, there was a mouse about.  As I stood in the
kitchen silently watching my cat, I could hear the faint clicking sound of mouse claws
the undersigned have pledged, as a first priority, to acknowledge our speech on the vinyl floor. Never losing focus, Yeti moved about the floor as he tracked the
as our own at all times, and, for the well-being of the entire community of movements of the mouse beneath the refrigerator and the stove. At times heperched a
Luther Seminary, to be constructive in our criticism and compassionate in top a step stool so that he could observe the mouse from a place where the mouse could
our discourse with one another, whether we agree or disagree.       not see him. His eats, like sonar dishes, were ever turning towards the mouse sounds.
In recent days, some members of the Luther Seminary community have Every muscle in his body was poised to spring. When the mouse finally peeked out
taken it upon themselves to reject these basic principles for responsible, con-     from under the stove, Yeti was ready. While I was in the very act of seeing the mouse,
structive public discourse.  These persons have vandalized petitions meant
Teti was already thwacking it with a speedy paw. I didn' t see the mouse again until the
following morning— dead, near the rocking chair where Yeti had left it.
for official correspondence with public officials, engaged in anonymous A few weeks later, very late one night, I was diligently typing a final paper for a class.
abuse of certain members of our community, and exhibited an utter lack of The sound of pouncing cat feet above my head put me on alert. I was not too surprised
respect for the basic principles of responsible, constructive public discourse.     when Yeti came bounding down the stairs near my desk with a mouse in his jaws. The
In doing so, these persons have undermined the integrity of their peers, slan-     mouse was not dead yet. Yeti was seeking to play with it in an area of the house that
dered those persons with whom they disagree, and sinned against the entire offered far fewer opportunities for escape
than the kitchen. As Yeti proceeded to play
Luther Seminary community. We the undersigned find such actions politi-     
with his latest toy, I endeavored to focus on my paper.  But I had far less success in
ignoring Yeti and focusing on my work than Yeti had in ignoring the distractions I had
Cally inexcusable, morally deficient, and spiritually bankrupt; furthermore,     posed a few weeks before.
we request that the entire community of Luther Seminary acknowledge that Maybe it was the lateness of the hour. ( It was around midnight.) Maybe it was the
such actions have no place in any assembly gathered by the Holy Spirit subject matter of the paper. ( That was quite dark.)  I don' t know. But as I had to con-
under the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.  cede the cat' s superior powers of concentration, I started wondering about something.
Scott A. Johnson, M. Div. Senior( author)
i)oes God watch me -- does God watch all of us, with the same intensity that a cat
watches a mouse.  If not one sparrow falls that God, who knows the number of hairs
Cori Johnson, M. Div. Senior on each of our heads, does not know about and if, as Jesus assured us, we are worth
Kurt Hoover, M. Div. Senior
more than many sparrows, then God must not only know us well but also watch after
us closely— very closely. If God does watch us with the same intensity as Yeti watches
Mark Salo, M. A. Senior a mouse, then God knows what is happening even before we do— and God is already
Val Metropoulos, M. Div. Junior responding to the situation even as we are just starting to recognize the situation.
But there is something else about the ways of a cat with a mouse that sent me think-
If you would like your name added to this declaration, email your name to ing along these lines. At some point in their" play"( and not terribly long into it at that),
The Concord at eoneord@luthersem. edu the mouse died. I' m not sure whether Yeti happened to whack its head with the right
amount of force to break its neck or if the
We will reprint the statement and a complete list of signees in the next issue.       
mouses tiny heart failed from overexer
Continued on next Puee
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ENOUGH!
tion or what. But once the mouse was dead, Ycti did not lose interest in it. He continued So these two standards, sets of enough, battled for my allegiance. When I carne out as
to watch it carefully for a long time afterward- apparently suspecting the mouse to be queer, I realized slowly that I didn' t have to try to be woman enough anymore, I could
merely Playing dead.  He would periodically nudge it with a paw.  While that didn' t be masculine and there was a place for that. But I still called myself woman, and I still
cause the mouse to take off running, it did make the body appear to move slightly. So fought the enoughs in my head, although the butch enough was winning over. But one
Yeti would play with it some more. It was quite some time before Yeti, finally satisfied of the insistences of queer women is that they are fully woman, and there is less and
that the mouse was indeed dead, lost interest in it.       less space for masculine women. As I started to let myself dress the way I wanted to and
Does God stalk the old sinner in us with that same relentless intensity with which express myself in more masculine ways, I realized that woman enough to be a woman
my cat stalks mice? Does God chase, hound, even play that old sinner finally to death     ( even a queer woman enough) didn' t fit me, and neither did man enough to be a man.
remaining interested in us even beyond death, seeing ( as my cat surely cannot) the Having discovered this and realized that my identity is congruent with my genderqueer
pure and holy resurrection life that God ultimately desires for us?     body and style, I' ve been joyfully experimenting to see what works the best for me.
The solution to my ambiguity ( because it will never be enough of anything), I' ve
ENOUGH!     been told, is to be a real woman, or if that fails, to be a real man( woman enough or manenough). That sounds like a great idea, but considering that I' ve been called a man while
JaitnieWilson
wearing a skirt and curly hair, I doubt that I will ever be woman enough. Man enough
MDiv/ MSW- tiddler is a little easier for me, although then I' m told that I don' t look old enough. Either I' d
be a masculine woman or a high-school age feminine man, neither of which is enough.
And when they say, that you' re notgood enough,     So I' m trying to start being enough myself, so that not being enough for anyone else
the answer is, you' re not. doesn' t matter so much.
But who are they? And what is this?      At a recent genderqueer/ ransgender conference, the most attended workshop was
That eats at whatyou' ve got?— Paul Simon," Quiet," You' re the One, 1999
entitled," Not Trans Enough." Several of the participants reported feeling not transgen-
der enough because they identified as genderqueer, or somewhere between male and
I' ve had enough conversations lately about how I, or another person, or something female. That made sense, since classically those who have identified as female-to-male
I' ve selected or done, is not enough. Enough what? If I get an answer, it' s on a sur-
face level— not Lutheran enough, not man enough, not American enough, not normal
transgender were assumed to be in transition to male, with the end product as always
fully passing ( looking enough like men that other people saw them as men enough).
enough, and yet, when pressed, it' s hard to get an answer about what exactly makes
something not enough. For example, I was recently trying to select a shirt that was
Interestingly, several others said that, now that they had transitioned into a fully male
role and lived as man for many years, they felt no longer trans- ender enough since
enough for an interview, and was asking the opinion of those who live around me Meir past was invisible, particularly now that more people are defining themselves as
having clothing tastes that are not normal enough), and got mixed opinions on whether genderqueer. Within these two not enoughs were all of the participants, none of whom
or not a particular shirt was enough for an interview. Perplexed, I sought to find out felt enough and most who had heard from someone that they were not only not woman
what criteria might be used for this decision. It wasn' t because of the size( or was it?),     
enough and not man enough, but also not queer enough and not transgender enough.
it wasn' t because of the sleeve length( or was it?), it wasn' t because of how it matched Honestly, men, how man of you stopped crying in public after you were called not
the ants( or was it?) ... and I was unable to determine what criteria would make a par- man
y y pP p
P P an enough? One of the most powerful forms of peer pressure from boys seems to be
ticular shirt enough for an interview.      related to not being man enough— sissy, wimp, wuss, girl, gay, queer, and a truckload
On a more serious note, I recently conversed with a friend who was frustrated that dif-     of references to female anatomy.
ferent sources were calling people against war in Iraq not American enough, and other How many women have wom a skirt or dress when you' d rather wear pants, in order
sources were calling people for war in Iraq not American enough. How exactly can a to be woman enough? I remember hearing from my kindergarten Sunday school teacher
person be American enough under those criteria?       that women shouldn' t cross their legs because it' s not ladylike( enough). Post-buzz cut,
It' s probably no surprise to most of you that I fit the criteria for neither being a more than twenty women have told me that they' d love to cut their hair like that, but
woman enough nor a man enough ( nor straight enough nor" homosexual by( my) own
they then wouldn' t be woman enough( or possibly straight enough). Women have much
definition" enough). When I was younger, I was regularly told I wasn' t girl enough, so I more latitude in gender expression than men, yet, wear a tie, and people will let you
tried to do what I had to do to be girl enough. Ironically, because I wasn' t letting myself know that you' re not ( dressed) woman enough anymore, or hide their real judgment
be myself enough, I also internalized the rules about what it meant to be boy enough,     by saying that you' re not professional
at least so that I could be in boy space. Continued on next page enough.     Continued on next rage
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ENOUGH!
Continuedfrom previous page
The Concord needs to hear
And how many of us in candidacy are afraud we won' t be judged Lutheran enough,
pastoral enough, or straight enough? Do you carefully craft your theological answers from you,  Gentle Reader i
based on what you memorized in Confessions in order to be Lutheran enough? I do
believe that it' s good that there are representatives of the church making decisions about
whether or not one is enough of it pastor to be ordained, yet what' s the price for worry-   This issue has been printed as a paper copy,
ing about whether or not we are enough? What ideas are we not trying out, thoughts are because of our confidence that you, the reader,
we not expressing, and parts of our past are we hiding so that we can be enough?      will be very interested in the variety of per-
Why is it that Christians have gotten wrapped up in judging whether others are spectives presented here.  But now we need to
enough? Have you made enough of a personal commitment to Jesus? Do you follow
enough of the Levitical laws? Do you read the Bible literally enough?  
hear from you.
We Lutherans tend to like to thunk that we' re beyond the enoughs, as we profess to It is the goal of The Concord to be a forum
believe that faith in Christ is enough. Yet it' s not uncommon to hear around here:     for discussion in the Luther Seminary commu-
Do you go to chapel enough?     nity. Your responses to articles are necessary
Did you give up enough for Lent?       for that relationship to be complete.
Is the UCC Christian enough?
Do you dress conservatively enough?
So,  if you' ve read something in this issue
Are you repentant enough?       with which you vehemently disagree or if you
Do you adhere enough to the Confessions?     find something here that helps articulate what
In Acts 10- 11, we read about a controversy over whether or not Gentiles were beiiev-       you' ve been thinking, let tis know!
ers enough to be baptized. Should circumcision be the criteria for Christian enough?
The early church decided that belief alone( self-definition) was enough. Letters to the editor or article submissionsJesus didn' t seem to worry about whether John the Baptist was civilized enough,
the disciples perfect enough, the woman at the well Jewish enough or married enough,       are always welcome:
working on the Sabbath was proper enough, Lazarus was alive enough, the bread and
concord@, uthersem edufish were plentiful enough, the water was solid enough, the bread and wine were real-
istic enough ... Yet being God enough and human enough, Jesus spoke to our deepest fi;
fears that we can never be enough on our own. Jesus told us, showed us, and made read Concord Essay Contest-Mfor us that all we need to be enough is to be in Christ.      
Submit now!
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Our staff will soon be forced into
early retirement
Won' t you consider replacing us? Y
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